Beginning with the Fokker-Planck equation we present a new analysis of intraheam scattering (IBS) in electron storage rings. Our approach is dminguished by having no ill-defined Coulomb logarithm, a fundamental drawhack of previous approaches. We treat the case of linear xoyo coupling in detail. deriving explicit expressions for the second moment invariants and their time evolution in the presence of IBS. We compare our results with those of Bjorken-Mtingwa, as well as with measurements performed at KEKs ATF damping ring. More details of our derivations will be published elsewhere.
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
We consider a smooth focusing approximation Hamiltonian representing the symplectic part of the dynamics in the storage ring given by H = (1/2)Sijzizj with f = (x, z', y, y', z, 6). If 
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The distribution is normalized so that SdZf (ZJ = N, and IBS has been studied extensively [1] [2] [3] [4] 7] , with BjorkenMtingwa (BM) [2] and Piwinski (P) [3] where k = (mc,'ro wlth ro theclawcal panicle ndius. Fa,r dp,. wediscard [he 2ndterm which should nghttully bs i ncluded in the spare charge analysis. and then keep the term in OPJI',, rcquired for energy cmscrvaiion. We then avc r a p these quantities over the pnnion of panicle 2's phacr $pace where the time 10 thr distance of minimum approach 
REDUCE TO ANGULAR INTEGRALS
For the IBS contribution to the moment evolution equations, we can combine the damping and diffusion together using (4) I . For Gaussian distributions, the result is: This allows us to explore the range over which the usual approach of having a single Coulomh log makes sense.
THE CASE OF A COUPLED BEAM
With both x and y dispersion and xpyp coupling parameter n in the smooth aooroximation. we use the Hamilto-
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The damping matrix has non-zero elements b 2 = 2a,, bd4 = 2 a y , bS6 = 2a, and the rest of the elements are 0. ..
nian H = ( / 3 c / 2 ) ( k z x~ + d2 + 2~x 0~~ + k,y$ + yJ2 -~p =~-q = x ' -q~y ' a n d a , = k = q~+ k , q 7 2 is the momentum compaction factor. pc is the reference particle velocity. We 'Thp quantity rm i s the minimum impact parameter cut-off required because (9) divaxes for small dismcei. We fare il 10 be a typical disconsistent vith the mall angle approWnatim used inthe analysis. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the invariants starting with injection values. We evolve the invariants using (5).
APPLICATION TO THE ATF
( 1 I), and (14). The parameters correspond to the 3.1 mA point on the middle cuwe of Figure 2 . Note that eypJe. is not constant, and hence there is not an exact global coupling paameter K' such that ty. pr(t) = K ' E , (~) . Figure 1: Time evolution of emittances Figure 2 shows a comparison of equilibrium projected vertical emittance (solid curves) to the data (diamonds). cz and a8 are not shown, hut agreement is comparable to that in [l] . By adjusting the coupling, we can get the correct magnitude in but the slope still does no1 agree. For qy = 3mm, we need n/ko between .02 and .03 which corresponds to a tilt angle between 4 and 6 degrees. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have given new expressions for the IBS damping and diffusion coefficients E,, and Dab and the moment evolution quantities &b.
We include the position distribution in our approach (the matrix A for Gaussians), a necessary step in understanding the effect that the shape of the beam has on IBS. For Gaussian beams, we have reduced the expressions to 3-D angular integrals. In fact we can reduce them to 2-D integrals with some increase in complexity. We find that for flat beams with ATF parameters, BjorkenMtingwa with b, , equal to the vertical beam size gives excellent results for the horizontal and longitudinal growth rates, but can break down for the intrinsic vertical growth rate. We expect that for qs < 1.8 mm, for some values of K and U, -vy. there rniy he observable differences in the growth rates and/or equilibria in the ATE We have also included global soyo coupling explicitly for the first time and computed the evolution of the invariants for the case of the ATF damping ring. We find that the dependence of ey,pr on heam current cannot he explained by our model which suggests that non-1BS physics andlor measurement error may be occurring. The offset can be explained, however, with a beam tilt angle of 4-6 degrees.
Future plans include exploration of full qy, K , v, -y parameter space in the ATF, application to protons or heavy ions, synchrobetatron coupling, non-Gaussian equilibria and extension beyond the smooth approximation. BN would like to acknowledge Marco Venturini and Ben Freivogel for many useful discussions.
